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Lives of the necromancers or An account of the most eminent persons in successive ages who have claimed for
themselves or to whom has been imputed by others the exercise of magical powers () was the final book written by
English journalist, political philosopher and novelist William Godwin.

Lives of the Necromancers: This was the last book of the great eighteenth century political writer and author.
Considering that Godwin was the father of Mary Shelley, husband of Mary Wollstonecraft, and that his ideas
greatly influenced his son-in-law, Percy Shelley, I expected a work far more intellectual and scholarly in tone.
Leon , the latter full of Rosicrucian elements, I expected something more thorough and colorful in tone.
William Godwin , father to Mary Shelley, the author of Frankenstein. Instead, I feel like this book is a second
rate work lacking in any real scholarly value although ironically, perhaps its reception proves the very point
Godwin was trying to make. First, let me explain that this book is basically a compilation of everyone in
history Godwin could find information on that ever claimed in any way to work any form of magic. Godwin
compiles a great deal of information from history into this one volume, some of it somewhat obscure, but most
of it I believe would be knowledge most readers could have easily found elsewhere, and even in his day, I
think that would have been the case. Godwin then takes us through history from looking at evidence of magic
and sorcery in the Bible to the Greek myths, the Roman legends, and tales of the East, including the Arabian
Nights. Next, we move to medieval Europe and then the Renaissance. Other people, like Dr. John Dee, have
extensive sections. Other famous people treated include Merlin and Pythagoras. Pythagoras was far more
interesting because he is known for his contributions to math, but I had no idea of his claims to supernatural
powers, including that he had incarnated in many previous livesâ€”a claim I found fascinating since nowhere
else did Godwin discuss reincarnation, and the major villainess of my Children of Arthur
seriesâ€”Gwenhwyvachâ€”also incarnates repeatedly over centuries. Godwin wrote it to show how easily man
allows his imagination to get the best of him, and yet many readers have held it up as a book of value for
studying the occult and going down its path. Godwin begins in his preface by saying that this will be his last
published book, and I am not surprised, for he must have felt his faculties failing him. He was seventy-eight at
the time of its publication in and would die two years later. He also states that something of value can be
learned from exploring how easily mankind can become incredulous. Anyone who reads the preface will
understand that Godwin thinks all forms of witchcraft, sorcery, and even religious belief are false. He was a
noted atheist as well as a proponent of reason in the Age of Reason. Godwin states that in nature we observe
things we cannot understand and consequently have to invent gods and other supernatural beings to explain
them. Following are the key paragraphs of the preface that make this point clear: And, having familiarised our
minds with the conceptions of these beings, we immediately aspire to hold communion with them. As they are
supposed to be of a character perverted and depraved, we of course apply to them principally for purposes of
wantonness, or of malice and revenge. And, in the instances which have occurred only a few centuries back,
the most common idea has been of a compact entered into by an unprincipled and impious human being with
the sworn enemy of God and man, in the result of which the devil engages to serve the capricious will and
perform the behests of his blasphemous votary for a certain number of years, while the deluded wretch in
return engages to renounce his God and Saviour, and surrender himself body and soul to the pains of hell from
the end of that term to all eternity. No sooner do we imagine human beings invested with these wonderful
powers, and conceive them as called into action for the most malignant purposes, than we become the passive
and terrified slaves of the creatures of our own imaginations, and fear to be assailed at every moment by
beings to whose power we can set no limit, and whose modes of hostility no human sagacity can anticipate
and provide against. But, what is still more extraordinary, the human creatures that pretend to these powers
have often been found as completely the dupes of this supernatural machinery, as the most timid wretch that
stands in terror at its expected operation; and no phenomenon has been more common than the confession of
these allies of hell, that they have verily and indeed held commerce and formed plots and conspiracies with
Satanâ€¦. While we persuade others, we begin to deceive ourselves. Human life is a drama of that sort, that,
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while we act our part, and endeavour to do justice to the sentiments which are put down for us, we begin to
believe we are the thing we would represent. Here and there I have suggested hints to this purpose, which the
curious reader may follow to their furthest extent, and discover how with perfect good faith the artist may
bring himself to swallow the grossest impossibilities. But the work I have written is not a treatise of natural
magic. It rather proposes to display the immense wealth of the faculty of imagination, and to shew the
extravagances of which the man may be guilty who surrenders himself to its guidance. If you read the reviews
of this book on Amazon, you will find that today, nearly two centuries after Godwin published this book, that
credulity still exists. I have copied these three reviews word for word, including leaving the typos. The first is
a believer in reincarnation: There are many paths to the same planeâ€”but you must choose for yourself, and
reading this made it much easier for meâ€¦.. Indeed, he would have said there was no astral plane. In Lives of
the Necromancers you will learn not only the different practicing Necromancers but also the historical ones.
By understanding the different persons and WHAT kind of necromancy they practiced you will soon
understand the route that YOU want to follow and from there research your own path with your own chosen
guru. This is why this book is so useful, and why it was one of the most photocopied books until it was back in
print. Not too long ago, it was impossible to get this published. Apparently, it was long out of print I read it as
a Kindle ebook and passed around and copied among its occult cult readers. The final review says it is for
seekers of the black arts: Some that I thought were fictional turned out to be real, truly that was worth the price
of the book! If you are interested in the black arts, if you are a seeker, if you are looking for the path, then seek
from those who were on the path before you. Perhaps William Godwin, aware of the disturbed imagination of
mankind, would not be surprised that rather than read his words, people have chosen to imagine what his book
says and interpret it for themselves. In any case, it is interesting that this great thinker and one of the biggest
influences on the Gothic novel and the Romantic movement, should turn to the occult as the subject of his last
book. It is a pity it is not a better work, and that misguided individuals seek to find in it the exact opposite of
what Godwin set out to do. Visit Tyler at www.
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To ask other readers questions about Lives of the Necromancers, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about
Lives of the Necromancers William Godwin is far less well known to most readers than his daughter Mary, who married
Percy Bysshe Shelley and eventually came to write "Frankenstein: A.

More from Lives of the Necromancers by William Godwin. See Orpheus for an introduction to Godwin and
the book. He was a native of an obscure town, called Abanotica, but was endowed with all that ingenuity and
cunning which enables men most effectually to impose upon their fellow-creatures. He was tall of stature, of
an impressive aspect, a fair complexion, eyes that sparkled with an awe-commanding fire as if informed by
some divinity, and a voice to the last degree powerful and melodious. To these he added the graces of carriage
and attire. Being born to none of the goods of fortune, he considered with himself how to turn these
advantages to the greatest account; and the plan he fixed upon was that of instituting an oracle entirely under
his own direction. He began at Chalcedon on the Thracian Bosphorus; but, continuing but a short time there,
he used it principally as an opportunity for publishing that Aesculapius, with Apollo, his father, would in no
long time fix his residence at Abanoticaâ€¦ â€¦ coming to Pella in Macedon, [he] found that the environs of this
city were distinguished from perhaps all other parts of the world, by a breed of serpents of extraordinary size
and beauty. Our author Lucian adds that these serpents were so tame, that they inhabited the houses of the
province, and slept in bed with the children. If you trod upon them, they did not turn again, or shew tokens of
anger, and they sucked the breasts of the women to whom it might be of service to draw off their milk. Lucian
says, it was probably one of these serpents, that was found in the bed of Olympias, and gave occasion to the
tale that Alexander the Great was begotten by Jupiter under the form of a serpent. The prophet bought the
largest and finest serpent he could find, and conveyed it secretly with him into Asia. When he came to
Abonotica, he found the temple that was built surrounded with a moat; and he took an opportunity privately of
sinking a goose-egg, which he had first emptied of its contents, inserting instead a young serpent just hatched,
and closing it again with great care. He then told his fellow-citizens that the God was arrived, and hastening to
the moat, scooped up the egg in an egg-cup in presence of the whole assembly. He next broke the shell, and
shewed the young serpent that twisted about his fingers in presence of the admiring multitude. The spectators
were beyond measure astonished to see a little embryo serpent, grown in a few days to so magnificent a size,
and exhibiting the features of a human countenance. Glycon also featured on coins, as with this one from
Nicopolis. Having thus far succeeded, Alexander did not stop here. He contrived a pipe which passed
seemingly into the mouth of the animal, while the other end terminated in an adjoining room, where a man
was placed unseen, and delivered the replies which appeared to come from the mouth of the serpent. This
immediate communication with the God was reserved for a few favoured suitors, who bought at a high price
the envied distinction. The method with ordinary enquirers was for them to communicate their requests in
writing, which they were enjoined to roll up and carefully seal; and these scrolls were returned to them in a
few days, with the seals apparently unbroken, but with an answer written within, strikingly appropriate to the
demand that was preferred. Alan Moore is an enthusiastic worshipper of Glycon, although Moore equally
enthusiastically admits that Glycon was probably just a puppet. As the man was of considerable rank, the
fuller immediately, quitting and locking up his shop, proceeded to inform his family of what had happened.
The relations went accordingly, having procured what was requisite to give the deceased the rites of sepulture,
to the shop; but, when it was opened, they could discover no vestige of Aristeas, either dead or alive. A
traveller however from the neighbouring town of Cyzicus on the continent, protested that he had just left that
place, and, as he set foot in the wherry which had brought him over, had met Aristeas, and held a particular
conversation with him. Seven years after, Aristeas reappeared at Proconnesus, resided there a considerable
time, and during this abode wrote his poem of the wars of the one-eyed Arimaspians and the Gryphons. He
then again disappeared in an unaccountable manner. But, what is more than all extraordinary, three hundred
and forty years after this disappearance, he shewed himself again at Metapontum, in Magna Graecia, and
commanded the citizens to erect a statue in his honour near the temple of Apollo in the forum; which being
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done, he raised himself in the air; and flew away in the form of a crow.
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Lives of the Necromancers [William Godwin] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The main
purpose of this book is to exhibit a fair delineation of the credulity of the human mind.

But I have a vague awareness of him as an important free-thinker, and when I first found the free classics in
the Kindle app, I was never going to resist something called Lives of the Necromancers. Of course, that was
when I first got a smartphone - and here we are, about five years later, with it finally finished. Well, I suspect
it may have been a victim of its own success. And at the time, having these all in one place may have been
novel. But the rest of the time, his scholarly compendium is no equal to the fabulous earlier equivalents by
Burton or Browne. Accounts are digested and compiled, with the odd insight but little fancy word-work. Even
when two stories from decades apart share enough details to suggest one is a corruption of the other, this is
generally unremarked. The result is that he too often comes across as more a trainspotter than an intellectual.
As a sourcebook, this is still valuable; as a read, the centuries since have produced much better in the same
vein. Just like layers of sand or rock in the ground we see sorcery in different manner then they do, until we do
read Necromancy as skill to survive with your tribe to see new down of your future civilization. Like with
pharaoh dreaming of seven years of plenty and seven more but of famine. As main necromancy skill History
of magic that makes us see How old ages, ancient and medieval. As main necromancy skill is prediction of
future. However, ruler of Egypt got commanded that, there shell be no necromancers or observer of times,
witch, enchanter or charmer, nor wizard And so on, first Jewish king Saul has dreamed of bringing ghost of
Samuel, that could be done by with similar soul type. Again, but now Pythagoras, the one that found sun in
center of the universe that Copernicus has expanded into solar system. Refused immortality to allow his soul
traveling as in previous lives he has been at siege of Troy or fisherman. He has been Also involved in quest
with Roman-Greek folklore being empuse, vampire alike. And in the future with Persian Imperator that went
to war with moguls, literally. For European medieval part there has been greater losses of knowledge of that
period but just to mention, Merlin and his Tower to protect from invasion, Macbeth and his crime despite him
being good monarch in back in his youth. Or even well-known Faust. By that I mean that you need historical
background to aim intro the book seeing meaning meant by This interpretation. Although it does teach of
mythological detail like glass shield, and pair of wings as actual equipment of medusa killer.
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Lives of Necromancers is perhaps one of the most thorough overviews of the lives and legends of both fictional and
historic individuals associated with the magical arts. Godwin thoughtfully summarizes the histories and tales of mankind,
from ancient Rome and Egypt to Eastern traditions all the way.

It is necessary here to take notice of the great revolution that took place under Constantine, nearly three
hundred years after the death of Christ, when Christianity became the established religion of the Roman
empire. This was a period which produced a new era in the history of necromancy and witchcraft. Under the
reign of polytheism, devotion was wholly unrestrained in every direction it might chance to assume. Gods
known and unknown, the spirits of departed heroes, the Gods of heaven and hell, abstractions of virtue or vice,
might unblamed be made the objects of religious worship. Witchcraft therefore, and the invocation of the
spirits of the dead, might be practised with toleration; or at all events were not regarded otherwise than as
venial deviations from the religion of the state. It is true, there must always have been a horror of secret arts,
especially of such as were of a maleficent nature. At all times men dreaded the mysterious power of spells and
incantations, of potent herbs and nameless rites, which were able to control the eternal order of the planets,
and the voluntary operations of mind, which could extinguish or recal life, inflame the passions of the soul,
blast the works of creation, and extort from invisible beings and the dead the secrets of futurity. But under the
creed of the unity of the divine nature the case was exceedingly different. Idolatry, and the worship of other
Gods than one, were held to be crimes worthy of the utmost abhorrence and the severest punishment. There
was no medium between the worship of heaven and hell. All adoration was to be directed to God the Creator
through the mediation of his only begotten Son; or, if prayers were addressed to inferior beings, and the
glorified spirits of his saints, at least they terminated in the Most High, were a deprecation of his wrath, a
soliciting his favour, and a homage to his omnipotence. On the other hand sorcery and witchcraft were sins of
the blackest dye. Sorcerers and witches were supposed to do homage and sell themselves to the devil, than
which it was not in the mind of man to conceive a greater enormity, or a crime more worthy to cause its
perpetrators to be exterminated from the face of the earth. The thought of it was of power to cause the flesh of
man to creep and tingle with horror: Magical Consultations Respecting the Life of the Emperor. It was not
within the range of possibility, that such a change should take place in the established religion of the empire as
that from Paganism to Christianity, without convulsions and vehement struggle. The prejudices of mankind on
a subject so nearly concerned with their dearest interests and affections must inevitably be powerful and
obstinate; and the lucre of the priesthood, together with the strong hold they must necessarily have had on the
weakness and superstition of their flocks, would tend to give force and perpetuity to the contention. Julian, a
man of great ability and unquestionable patriotism, succeeded to the empire only twenty-four years after the
death of Constantine; and he employed the most vigorous measures for the restoration of the ancient religion.
But the reign of Julian was scarcely more than eighteen months in duration: The state of things bore a striking
similarity to that of England at the time of the Protestant Reformation, where the opposite faiths of Edward the
Sixth and his sister Mary, and the shortness of their reigns, gave preternatural keenness to the feelings of the
parties, and instigated them to hang with the most restless anticipation upon the chances of the demise of the
sovereign, and the consequences, favourable or unfavourable, that might arise from a new accession. The joint
reign of Valentinian and Valens, Christian emperors, had now lasted several years, when information was
conveyed to these princes, and particularly to the latter, who had the rule of Asia, that numerous private
consultations were held, as to the duration of their authority, and the person of the individual who should come
after them. The succession of the Roman empire was elective; and consequently there was almost an unlimited
scope for conjecture in this question. Among the various modes of enquiry that were employed we are told,
that the twenty-four letters of the alphabet were artificially disposed in a circle, and that a magic ring, being
suspended over the centre, was conceived to point to the initial letters of the name of him who should be the
future emperor. Theodorus, a man of most eminent qualifications, and high popularity, was put to death by the
jealousy of Valens, on the vague evidence that this kind of trial had indicated the early letters of his name.
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Charges of this sort were perpetually multiplied; informers were eager to obtain favour or rewards by the
disclosures they pretended to communicate; and the Christians, who swayed the sceptre of the state, did not
fail to aggravate the guilt of those who had recourse to these means for satisfying their curiosity, by alleging
that demons were called up from hell to aid in the magic solution. The historians of these times no doubt
greatly exaggerate the terror and the danger, when they say, that the persons apprehended on such charges in
the great cities outnumbered the peaceable citizens who were left unsuspected, and that the military who had
charge of the prisoners, complained that they were wholly without the power to restrain the flight of the
captives, or to control the multitude of partisans who insisted on their immediate release. Gibbon observes,
that the name of Theodosius, who actually succeeded, begins with the same letters which were indicated in
this magic trial.
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Lives of the Necromancers Or, an Account of the Most Eminent Persons in Successive Ages Who Have Claimed for
Themselves, or to Whom Has Been Imputed by Others by William Godwin Or, an Account of the Most Eminent Persons
in Successive Ages Who Have Claimed for Themselves, or to Whom Has Been Imputed by Others.

Magic in the Greco-Roman world Early necromancy was related to â€” and most likely evolved from â€”
shamanism , which calls upon spirits such as the ghosts of ancestors. Classical necromancers addressed the
dead in "a mixture of high-pitch squeaking and low droning", comparable to the trance-state mutterings of
shamans. Rituals could be quite elaborate, involving magic circles , wands , talismans , and incantations. Some
necromancers even went so far as to take part in the mutilation and consumption of corpses. Frequently they
were performed in places of interment or other melancholy venues that suited specific guidelines of the
necromancer. Additionally, necromancers preferred to summon the recently departed based on the premise
that their revelations were spoken more clearly. The apparent value of their counsel may have been based on
things they knew in life or knowledge they acquired after death. Ovid writes in his Metamorphoses of a
marketplace in the underworld where the dead convene to exchange news and gossip. The Book of
Deuteronomy Though Mosaic Law prescribed the death penalty to practitioners of necromancy Leviticus
One of the foremost examples is when King Saul had the Witch of Endor invoke the Spirit of Samuel , a judge
and prophet , from Sheol using a ritual conjuring pit 1 Samuel However, the so-called witch was shocked at
the presence of the real spirit of Samuel for in I Sam Some Christian writers later rejected the idea that
humans could bring back the spirits of the dead and interpreted such shades as disguised demons instead, thus
conflating necromancy with demon summoning. Caesarius of Arles entreats his audience to put no stock in
any demons or gods other than the Christian God , even if the working of spells appears to provide benefit. He
states that demons only act with divine permission and are permitted by God to test Christian people.
Caesarius does not condemn man here; he only states that the art of necromancy exists, although it is
prohibited by the Bible. Early and High Middle Ages[ edit ] Many medieval writers believed that actual
resurrection required the assistance of God. They saw the practice of necromancy as conjuring demons who
took the appearance of spirits. The practice became known explicitly as maleficium , and the Catholic Church
condemned it. Medieval necromancy is believed[ by whom? Arabic influences are evident in rituals that
involve moon phases, sun placement, day and time. Fumigation and the act of burying images are also found
in both astral magic and necromancy. Christian and Jewish influences appear in the symbols and in the
conjuration formulas used in summoning rituals. In some instances, mere apprentices or those ordained to
lower orders dabbled in the practice. They were connected by a belief in the manipulation of spiritual beings
â€” especially demons â€” and magical practices. These practitioners were almost always literate and well
educated. Most possessed basic knowledge of exorcism and had access to texts of astrology and of
demonology. Clerical training was informal and university-based education rare. Most were trained under
apprenticeships and were expected to have a basic knowledge of Latin, ritual and doctrine. This education was
not always linked to spiritual guidance and seminaries were almost non-existent. This situation allowed some
aspiring clerics to combine Christian rites with occult practices despite its condemnation in Christian doctrine.
Will manipulation affects the mind and will of another person, animal, or spirit. Demons are summoned to
cause various afflictions on others, "to drive them mad, to inflame them to love or hatred, to gain their favor,
or to constrain them to do or not do some deed. Knowledge is allegedly discovered when demons provide
information about various things. This might involve identifying criminals, finding items, or revealing future
events. The act of performing medieval necromancy usually involved magic circles, conjurations, and
sacrifices such as those shown in the Munich Manual of Demonic Magic: Circles were usually traced on the
ground, though cloth and parchment were sometimes used. Various objects, shapes, symbols, and letters may
be drawn or placed within that represent a mixture of Christian and occult ideas. Circles were believed to
empower and protect what was contained within, including protecting the necromancer from the conjured
demons. Conjuration is the method of communicating with the demons to have them enter the physical world.
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It usually employs the power of special words and stances to call out the demons and often incorporated the
use of Christian prayers or biblical verses. These conjurations may be repeated in succession or repeated to
different directions until the summoning is complete. Sacrifice was the payment for summoning; though it
may involve the flesh of a human being or animal, it could sometimes be as simple as offering a certain object.
Instructions for obtaining these items were usually specific. The time, location, and method of gathering items
for sacrifice could also play an important role in the ritual. It is difficult to determine if these details were due
to their practices, as opposed to the whims of their interrogators. John of Salisbury is one of the first examples
related by Richard Kieckhefer , but as a Parisian ecclesiastical court record of shows, a "group who were
plotting to invoke the demon Berich from inside a circle made from strips of cat skin" were obviously
participating in what the Church would define as "necromancy". Late Middle Ages to Renaissance[ edit ]
Further information: Renaissance magic Engraving of occultists John Dee and Edward Kelley "in the act of
invoking the spirit of a deceased person"; from Astrology by Ebenezer Sibly. In the wake of inconsistencies of
judgment, necromancers and other practitioners of the magic arts were able to utilize spells featuring holy
names with impunity, as any biblical references in such rituals could be construed as prayers rather than spells.
As a consequence, the necromancy that appears in the Munich Manual is an evolution of these theoretical
understandings. It has been suggested that the authors of the Manual knowingly designed the book to be in
discord with ecclesiastical law. The main recipe employed throughout the Manual used the same religious
language and names of power alongside demonic names. An understanding of the names of God derived from
apocryphal texts and the Hebrew Torah required that the author of such rites have at least a casual familiarity
with these sources. As the material for these manuals was apparently derived from scholarly magical and
religious texts from a variety of sources in many languages, the scholars who studied these texts likely
manufactured their own aggregate sourcebook and manual with which to work spells or magic. In the
notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci , it is stated that "Of all human opinions that is to be reputed the most foolish
which deals with the belief in Necromancy, the sister of Alchemy , which gives birth to simple and natural
things. Necromancy may also be presented as sciomancy, a branch of theurgic magic. The art is of almost
universal usage. Considerable difference of opinion exists among modern adepts as to the exact methods to be
properly pursued in the necromantic art, and it must be borne in mind that necromancy, which in the Middle
Ages was called sorcery, shades into modern spiritualistic practice. There is no doubt, however, that
necromancy is the touch-stone of occultism, for if, after careful preparation the adept can carry through to a
successful issue, the raising of the soul from the other world, he has proved the value of his art.
Chapter 6 : Lives of the Necromancers - Wikipedia
Lives of the Necromancers William Godwin and Anthony Comegna In this annotated edition of a forgotten classic,
William Godwin shows how the wealthy, powerful, and educated few exploited the people's credulity to satisfy their own
will to power.
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Lives Of Necromancers [William Godwin] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. First published in ,
Lives of Necromancers is perhaps one of the most thorough overviews of the lives and legends of both fictional and
historic individuals associated with the magical arts.
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Lives of the necromancers: or, An account of the most eminent persons in successive ages, who have claimed for
themselves, or to whom has been imputed by others, the exercise of magical power.
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Politicians testing the credulity of Americans with outlandish statements is far from unprecedented. Anthony Comegna is
editor of the new volume, Lives of the Necromancers by William Godwin.
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